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Abstract

The human paracaspase MALT1 is a caspase homolog that plays a central role in NF-κB 

signaling. Over the past few years it has become clear that this is due to a combination of its 

scaffolding and proteolytic function. Knockout mice and mice expressing a catalytically dead 

variant of the protease have provided valuable information. This review aims to provide an 

overview of recent developments regarding the enzymatic mechanism and specificity of MALT1, 

its substrates discovered to date, different mouse models, as well as the role of MALT1 in NF-κB 

signaling downstream of a variety of different receptors.
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1. Introduction

1.1 MALT lymphoma

MALT (mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue) lymphoma is an extranodal malignancy of 

mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue caused by chronic inflammation [1]. The term was first 

coined in 1984 when Isaacson and Wright discovered that lymphomas of different sites were 

all of MALT origin [2, 3] – Figure 1. MALT lymphoma is the third most common form of 

non- Hodgkin lymphoma, and its incidence has shown a steady rise over the past two 

decades [1]. A large variety of sites can be affected including the stomach (70% of cases), 

lung (14%), ocular adnexa (12%), thyroid (4%), and small intestine (1%) [3].
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MALT lymphoma can be caused both by bacterial infections like Helicobacter pylori (H. 

pylori) and autoimmune diseases like Sjögren’s syndrome and Hashimoto’s disease [1, 3]. 

Consistent presence of an infectious agent or autoimmune disease leads to chronic immune 

stimulation and inflammation with B cells trying to fight the infection stimulated by T cells. 

The accumulation of immune cells leads to the formation of acquired MALT and, under 

certain conditions, to MALT lymphoma. This usually indolent type of lymphoma can often 

be cured by stringent antibiotic therapy. However, at later stages genetic translocations often 

occur, and the treatment becomes more difficult [4].

The t(11;18)(q21;q21) translocation [5] is the most common chromosomal abnormality in 

lymphomas of mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue and occurs with frequencies varying 

widely from as high as 40% in the lung and 25% in the stomach, while being absent or rare 

in the salivary gland, thyroid, and skin. Other activating mutations include t(14;18)(q32;q21) 

and t(1;14)(p22;q32) [1].

1.2 Discovery of the MALT1 gene

In 1999, it was discovered that the t(11;18)(q21;q21) translocation involves the gene of the 

cellular inhibitor of apoptosis protein 2 (cIAP2, also known as apoptosis inhibitor protein 2, 

API2) and an until then unknown gene named MLT (MALT lymphoma-associated 

translocation) [6], which was later renamed MALT1 (MALT lymphoma translocation protein 

1) – Figure 2. cIAP2 was found to contribute the N-terminal part of the resulting cIAP2-

MALT1 protein and MALT1 the C-terminal part [6].

1.3 MALT1 – a caspase homolog

Characterization of the MALT1 gene early on led to the seminal paper by Dixit and 

colleagues in 2000 [7] who discovered that the C-terminal part of the fusion contains a 

domain homologous to the caspases, and hence defined MALT1 as a “paracaspase”. In 

addition to the putative caspase domain MALT1 was revealed to contain a death domain 

(DD) and several immunoglobulin-like (Ig-like) domains. Based on sequence homology, 

paracaspase orthologs were found in different metazoans including humans, zebrafish, C. 

elegans, and the slime mold D. discoideum. More distantly related proteins categorized as 

metacaspases were found in several plant and fungal species as well as the protist P. 

falciparum. All proteins universally contain the cysteine and histidine residues belonging to 

the catalytic dyad of the caspase family [7] and were placed in the protease clan CD [8, 9], 

which includes evolutionarily related cysteine proteases (see the MEROPS database [8] for 

extensive details of phylogenetic relationships).

1.4 Discovery of MALT1 proteolytic activity

Despite its membership in the clan CD family, demonstrating proteolytic activity for 

MALT1 proved difficult. After initial unsuccessful attempts [10], it was not until 2008 that 

the first two substrates were discovered [11, 12], followed by additional substrates over the 

next few years. All substrates known to date are cleaved directly C-terminal of an arginine 

residue with the exception of LIMA1, which has been reported to be cleaved at two sites, 

one of which is Cterminal to a lysine residue – Figure 3.
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1.5 The structure of MALT1

The crystal structure of MALT1 was solved in the absence as well as presence of the 

inhibitor Z-VRPR-FMK by two groups simultaneously [13, 14] – Figure 4.

As expected from the dependence of MALT1 on kosmotropic salts for in vitro activity [15], 

the enzyme crystallized as a dimer. The overall structure of the catalytic domain displayed 

high similarity to the caspases with the typical six-stranded β-sheet surrounded by five α-

helices.

In order to obtain crystals, it was necessary to express a construct containing both the 

catalytic domain and the adjoining Ig3 domain. A large hydrophobic contact area was 

observed between the Ig3 and protease domains rendering the catalytic domain alone 

unstable and relying on the Ig3 domain for stabilization. This large hydrophobic patch helps 

explain the high tendency of the catalytic domain alone to aggregate and the fact that only a 

small fraction of this construct was found to be active [13, 15].

In addition to the catalytic and Ig3 domain, the structures Ig1 and Ig2 domains as well as the 

CARD domain were also solved [16].

1.6 MALT1 activation mechanism

Interestingly, despite its dimeric state the enzyme crystalized in an inactive conformation in 

the absence of inhibitor. Several structural elements prevent its catalytic activity. The L2 

loop harboring the active site is in a disordered position, and the sulfur ion of the catalytic 

Cys464 is not in the catalytically competent position and therefore cannot form the catalytic 

dyad with His415. The L3 loop, which is essential for the formation of the catalytic groove, 

is flexible and positioned in a way that blocks the entrance of substrates into the S1 pocket. 

Inhibitor binding triggers reordering, especially of the L2 and L3 loops, causing a stabilized 

L2 loop and formation of the active site and catalytic dyad [13].

The fact that a catalytically competent conformation is obtained only in the presence of 

inhibitor is noteworthy. Caspases are either activated via intersubunit linker cleavage of a 

preassembled inactive dimer (executioner caspases) or through dimerization with subsequent 

optional stabilization through cleavage of the intersubunit linker (initiator caspases)[17]. For 

MALT1, no cleavage in the region corresponding to the intersubunit linker is observed in 

the crystal structure or after incubation in activating kosmotropic buffer [13, 15], yet 

dimerization alone does not cause it to assume its active state. At least in vitro MALT1 

seems to represent a third activation mechanism requiring dimerization and additional 

stabilization either through substrate/inhibitor binding or kosmotropic salts, which are most 

likely responsible not only for the dimerization of MALT1 but also the reordering and 

stabilization of active-site loops.

1.7 MALT1 active site

The interactions of the inhibitor with the subsite pockets explain the substrate specificity 

preferences in the P4-P1 positions (Schechter and Berger nomenclature [18]), which was 

determined to be LVSR or LISR, respectively, using positional scanning libraries [13, 15]. 
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The S1 pocket contains three negatively charged residues that can optimally interact with 

Arg, whereas Lys with a carbon atom in the place of a nitrogen atom would not have the 

ability to undergo any of these interactions. The direct comparison of the P1 pocket of 

MALT1 with that of its caspase relatives shows that it is not a simple charge reversal that 

explains the diametrically opposite specificity in this position. The much larger arginine side 

chain compared to the aspartate preferred by caspases necessitates a larger S1 pocket, and 

consequently the substrate charges are countered by amino acids in structurally different 

positions [13].

The S2 pocket is relatively small, corresponding to the requirement for small amino acids in 

this position. The S3 pocket makes no specific contacts with the inhibitor, supporting the 

substrate library scanning results showing little influence of this position on the specificity 

of MALT1. The S4 pocket is hydrophobic, leading to a preference for similarly uncharged 

and hydrophobic residues in the P4 position of the substrate, which is exemplified by the 

interactions of the hydrophobic Val of the inhibitor with this pocket.

A systematic mapping of the prime positions C-terminal to the cleavage site has not been 

undertaken so far. However, the natural substrates discovered to date (Figure 3) suggest that 

small amino acids are preferred, glycine over all, as the majority of the substrates contain 

this amino acid in the P1’ position – a property shared with caspases [19].

2. NF-κB signaling

Immediately upon its discovery, evidence surfaced that MALT1 might play a role in NF-κB 

signaling [7] – Figure 5. The transcription factor NF-κB is a crucial regulator of lymphocyte 

activation, survival, and proliferation that signals through many different receptors including 

the T cell antigen receptor (TCR) and B cell antigen receptor (BCR), the tumor necrosis 

factor receptor (TNFR), and the B-cell-activating factor (BAFF) receptor. Depending on the 

receptor involved, the pathway is generally divided into the canonical and noncanonical 

pathway, both of which involve a signaling cascade that culminates in the relocation of 

transcription factors of the NF-κB family to the nucleus and the regulation of target gene 

transcription. The readers are referred to a number of extensive reviews on this subject [20–

22]

3. Knockout mice

3.1 Importance of CARMA1 and Bcl10

The activation of canonical NF-κB signaling in in T and B cells involves the activation of 

PKC-θ and PKC-β, respectively, which leads to the subsequent phosphorylation of the 

adaptor protein CARMA1 (CARD-containing MAGUK protein 1, also known as CARD11) 

[23], which next to a CARD domain contains a PDZ (PSD95-Dlg1-zonula occludens-1 

protein), an SH3 (Src homology 3) and a GUK (guanylate kinase) domain as well as coiled-

coil domain – Figure 6. Activation of CARMA1 leads to the recruitment of the CARD-

containing adaptor protein Bcl10 through homotypic CARD-CARD interactions [24]. The 

importance of CARMA1 and Bcl10 in NF-κB signaling became evident from the 

CARMA1−/− and Bcl10−/− mice. Besides gross developmental problems of the Bcl10−/− 
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mouse including a neural tube closure defect in a subset of animals leading to embryonic 

lethality, surviving animals displayed similarly impaired NF-κB signaling downstream of 

the TCR and BCR as the CARMA1−/− mouse [25–27]. Bcl10 and CARMA1 interaction was 

shown to be essential for NF-κB signaling through the TCR to the downstream IKK 

complex [25, 28, 29]. Since the association between Bcl10 and MALT1 had been discovered 

early on [7], it was speculated that MALT1 might provide the missing link to downstream 

effector proteins of the pathway and gene ablation studies were carried out.

3.2 The MALT1−/− phenotype

In 2003, two independent groups published their findings on the MALT1−/− mouse [30, 31]. 

The mice were born at the expected Mendelian ratios, were viable and fertile, and appeared 

to be healthy with normal numbers and frequencies of B cells found in the bone marrow [30, 

31]. The total number of T cells and the distribution of the CD4 and CD8 subsets in the 

spleen, lymph nodes, and thymus were found to be comparable between MALT1+/+ and 

MALT1−/− mice [30, 31], but a decrease of activated T cells in the periphery was observed 

[31]. Natural killer (NK) cells and natural killer T cells were not affected by the MALT1 

knockout (KO) as opposed to the CARMA1−/− mouse, in which their development was 

impaired [26].

3.2.1 B cell development in MALT1−/− mice—Upon examination of splenic B cells, 

one research group observed no change in the ratio of IgD and IgM expressing B cells [31], 

while the other detected decreased numbers of IgMhighIgDlow B cells [30]. This B cell 

subtype can represent either transitional T1 B cells, marginal zone (MZ) B cells, or B1 B 

cells. Both groups determined in further examinations that the CD21highCD23low B cell 

subtype representing MZ cells was completely absent in the spleen. This corresponded with 

the finding that the MZ B cell area was barely visible in histological sections of in the spleen 

[30, 31]. Additionally, no B1 B cells were detected in the peritoneum, which matched the 

findings of the CARMA1−/− mouse [26, 27] as well as those of mice expressing inactivating 

mutant forms of CARMA1 [32, 33] and c-Rel−/− and NF-κB1−/− double KO mice [34], 

respectively. Taken together, these findings suggest that MALT1 is required for the 

development of MZ and B1 B cells but is dispensable for the development of normal B2 B 

cells [30, 31].

3.2.2 Antigen receptor signaling in MALT1−/− mice—When challenged with a T 

cell-dependent antigen, IgM and IgG1 production was strongly decreased [30] or completely 

absent [31] in MALT1−/− mice. The same downregulation was observed upon challenge 

with a T cell-independent antigen. Since this type of immune response depends mainly on 

MZ and B1 cells [35, 36] – the cell population decreased in the MALT1−/− mouse – the 

impaired immunoglobulin production was not surprising. Taken together, the findings point 

to defective antigen receptor signaling.

3.2.3 Immunoglobulin levels in MALT1−/− mice—Interestingly, basal serum 

immunoglobulin levels were decreased in MALT1−/− mice for all subtypes with IgM and 

IgG3 showing the most pronounced reduction [30, 31]. The decrease of these classes of 
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immunoglobulins correlates well with the low numbers of B1 B cells, which have been 

reported to be the predominant producer of IgM and IgG3 [37].

3.2.4 T cell development in MALT1−/− mice—Detailed evaluation of the immature 

CD4−CD8−double negative (DN) thymocyte subset revealed variations in the developmental 

stages. While less DN3 CD25+CD44low cells were found, the population of DN4 

CD25−CD44low was increased. Additionally, the subset of thymocytes expressing a 

rearranged TCRβ chain was increased with some cells even displaying a rearranged TCRα 

chain [30]. This pointed to premature maturation of the DN thymocytes since a rearranged 

TCRα chain is usually not displayed until the double positive CD4+CD8+ stage, which 

follows the DN stage [38, 39]. This phenotype was also observed in the Bcl10−/− mouse 

[31], providing further evidence that Bcl10 and MALT1 are part of the same pathway.

3.2.5 T cell proliferation in MALT1−/− mice—Stimulation of the TCR with anti-CD3 

and anti-CD28 or a combination of PMA (phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate) and ionomycin, 

which bypasses the receptor and directly activates PKC, led to decreased proliferation of 

MALT1−/− T cells compared to MALT1+/+ cells [30, 31]. Additionally, while interleukin-2 

(IL-2) production was strongly enhanced in WT T cells, its upregulation was starkly 

decreased [30] or completely abrogated [31] in MALT1−/− cells. In line with this, WT T 

cells showed upregulated expression of CD25, the α chain of the IL-2 receptor, as well as 

CD44 and CD69, while this was abrogated in MALT1−/− cells [30, 31]. This phenotype 

could not be rescued by treatment with IL-2 [30, 31]. Furthermore, the viability of 

stimulated MALT1−/− cells was found to be decreased compared to MALT1+/+ cells, and the 

cells were smaller, which pointed to a proliferation block at an early time point before the 

initiation of cell growth [30]. Since PMA/ionomycin had the same effect as TCR stimulation 

in all of the described criteria, it was concluded that the proliferation defect was downstream 

of PKC [30, 31]. In addition, the MALT1 KO did not cause any appreciable effect on 

upstream signaling events downstream of the BCR or TCR, as evident from the fact that 

MALT1+/+ and MALT1−/− cells did not show a difference in total tyrosine phosphorylation. 

Hence, MALT1 was deduced to play a role further downstream in the pathway [30, 31]. 

Interestingly, some of the reported findings were dependent on T cell subtype, with CD4+ T 

cells showing a greater dependence on MALT1 than CD8+ T cells [40].

3.2.6 B cell proliferation in MALT1−/− mice—While both KO studies came to similar 

conclusions with regard to T cells, several differences were observed when elucidating B 

cell signaling. While Ruefli-Brasse et al. found the proliferation of splenic MALT1−/− B 

cells to be strongly impaired upon stimulation with various stimuli including anti-IgM and 

lipopolysaccharide (LPS), the latter of which signals through Tolllike receptors (TLR), 

Ruland et al. detected only minor differences [30, 31]. Interestingly, Bcl10−/− B cells show a 

proliferation defect after anti-IgM but not LPS stimulation [25], while the results for 

CARMA1−/− mice are ambivalent [26, 27].

3.2.7 NF-κB signaling after TCR and BCR stimulation in MALT1−/− mice—Upon 

examination of the effect on downstream signaling events, important differences were again 

observed between the two groups. While Ruefli-Brasse et al. found the degradation and 
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phosphorylation of IκBα as well as DNA binding of NF-κB to depend on MALT1 with 

impairments seen in MALT1−/− B as well as T cells upon anti-IgM, anti-CD3/anti-CD28, or 

PMA and ionomycin treatment [30], Ruland et al. saw this impairment in MALT1−/− T cells 

but not in B cells [31], while the Bcl10−/− mouse showed defects in both cell types [25]. A 

closer look at BCR signaling revealed a complex picture in which the effects of MALT1 

depend on the type of NF-κB involved. NF-κB signaling downstream of the BCR utilizes 

predominantly p65 (RelA) and c-Rel-containing dimers. Whereas MALT1 is essential for 

signaling involving c-Rel, p65 (RelA)-containing dimers continue to signal effectively in its 

absence [41].

3.2.8 Additional downstream signaling events after TCR and BCR signaling in 
MALT1−/− mice—Furthermore, Ruefli-Brasse et al. found c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) 

and extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) phosphorylation to be unaffected in 

MALT1−/− cells upon stimulation of TCR or BCR with anti-CD3/anti-CD28, anti-IgM, or 

PMA and ionomycin, suggesting that the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and 

activator protein 1 (AP-1) signaling pathways are independent of MALT1 [30]. This was 

supported by normal levels of DNA binding observed for the AP-1 transcription factor after 

BCR and TCR stimulation [31]. The findings of Ruland et al. supported the results 

concerning ERK signaling, but in contrast showed JNK phosphorylation to be impaired in 

MALT1−/− T cells after PMA and ionomycin treatment. In addition, they found p38 

phosphorylation to be similarly compromised under these conditions [31]. No impairment 

after stimulation of MALT1−/− T cells with the proinflammatory cytokines TNF-α [30, 31] 

or IL-1 [31] was observed, pointing to a receptor-specific role for MALT1.

3.2.9 Effect of the MALT1 KO on the development of experimental 
autoimmune encephalomyelitis—Recently, two independent groups described an 

important role for MALT1 in the development of experimental autoimmune 

encephalomyelitis (EAE), the main mouse model of human multiple sclerosis [42, 43]. 

While WT mice developed EAE in the experimental model, MALT1−/− mice were 

completely immune to the disease. No symptoms like demyelination, axonal degradation, or 

infiltration of inflammatory cells in the spinal cord were seen [43]. T helper 17 (TH17) cells 

along with the IL-17 and granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor (GM-CSF) 

cytokines produced by these cells have been reported to play an important role in EAE 

development, and all of these were reduced in MALT1−/− mice [42]. The importance of 

MALT1 for EAE development was substantiated by the fact that TH17 cells [42] or 

splenocytes [43] from MALT1−/− mice treated with EAE inducers and transplanted into the 

WT background failed to cause EAE in these mice. In contrast, TH17 cells or splenocytes 

from WT mice treated with these inducers and then transplanted into MALT1−/− mice did 

induce EAE [42, 43].

4. Different CBM complexes

The KO studies showed the importance of CARMA1, Bcl10, and MALT1 in NF-κB 

signaling. MALT1 and Bcl10 are expressed ubiquitously [44], but the expression of 

CARMA1 is mostly restricted to immune tissues [24]. It was discovered that while 

CARMA1 is the primary CARD-containing interactor of MALT1 and Bcl10 in B and T 
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cells, other cell types and receptors utilize other scaffolding structures of the CARD family – 

Figure 6.

The protein CARD9 is expressed in a variety of tissues including spleen, liver, lung, 

peripheral blood monocytes, brain, and placenta. In these, it serves as the CARD-containing 

interactor of Bcl10. CARD9 contains an N-terminal CARD and a C-terminal coiled-coil 

domain. The interaction between Bcl10 and CARD9 depends on the CARD domains of the 

two proteins [45]

CARMA3 (also known as Bimp1 or CARD10) is another interactor of Bcl10. The protein is 

expressed ubiquitously and was found in all tissues examined including heart, brain, lung, 

liver, skeletal muscle, kidney, testes, and spleen with the highest expression in heart and 

kidney. Like CARMA1 and CARMA2 the protein is made up of five domains, a CARD at 

the N-terminus, followed by coiled-coil, PDZ, SH3, and GUK domains. Essentially the same 

findings as for the other CARD proteins were made again: interaction with Bcl10 mediated 

by the CARD domains and NF-κB activation upon overexpression [46]. Similar to Bcl10−/− 

mice, about half of CARMA3−/− mice display neural tube closure defects and die perinatally 

[47], providing further evidence that the proteins are involved in the same pathway.

CARMA2 was originally found to be expressed exclusively in the placenta [24], although 

this has recently been questioned, and a mucosal expression pattern was reported [48]. As 

for the other CARD family proteins, interaction with Bcl10 and NF-κB activation upon 

overexpression were observed. CARMA2 has the same domain structure as CARMA1 and 

CARMA3.

5. Additional receptors

As described, the different CARD proteins are expressed in a variety of tissues besides B 

and T cells, and over the years they were found to couple the Bcl10-MALT1 duo to a host of 

different receptors besides the T and B cell receptors – Figure 5.

5.1 BAFF receptor and noncanonical signaling

While the results concerning the involvement of MALT1 in BCR signaling remain 

ambiguous [30, 31], further elucidation of MALT1−/− mice showed that MALT1 is required 

for efficient BAFF receptor signaling. Ligation of this receptor activates noncanonical NF-

κB signaling in B cells, and it was observed that the relocation of the noncanonical NF-κB 

members RelB and p52 to the nucleus was decreased in MALT1−/− B cells. Additionally, 

MALT1 is required for BAFF-induced survival and upregulation of antiapoptotic genes in 

MZ B cells [49]. This established MALT1 as an important member of not only the canonical 

but also the noncanonical NF-κB pathway whose significance is cell- and receptor-

dependent.

5.2 Toll-like receptors

The MALT1−/− and Bcl10−/− mice gave inconclusive results when it came to TLR signaling. 

While the proliferation of B cells after stimulation with LPS was found to be normal in 

Bcl10−/− mice [25], studies either described a strong dependence on MALT1 [30] or found it 
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to play only a minor role [31]. In another study the role of the two proteins was elucidated 

further coming to the conclusion that both proteins are essential [50]. According to the 

report, upon LPS stimulation of macrophages Bcl10 is recruited to the TLR4 complex via 

the IL-1 receptorassociated kinase (IRAK1) – which it binds in a CARD-independent 

manner – where it is activated presumably via oligomerization. Subsequently, NF-κB is 

activated after a complicated chain of events involving MALT1 and other downstream 

effectors [50]. An additional study implicated a role for the CARD9-Bcl10-MALT1 

complex in TLR4 signaling [51].

5.3 Fungal recognition receptors

The fungal recognition receptors dectin-1 and dection-2 are C-type lectins that recognize 

carbohydrates present in the cell wall of fungi. The stimulation with C. albicans, zymosan, 

or other glucans mimicking fungal carbohydrates has been reported to activate the receptors 

and lead to the assembly of a complex containing CARD9, Bcl10, and MALT1 [52]. The 

CARD9−/− mouse displays severe defects in fighting C. albicans infection, and bone 

marrow-derived macrophages as well as dendritic cells showed defective NF-κB signaling 

after exposure to zymosan or C. albicans [52].

In addition, a case of a family with several members affected by deleterious mutation in 

CARD9 has been reported. The patients suffered severe chronic fungal infections [53]. The 

defense against fungal infections is complex and only partially understood, but it is known 

to involve the activation of TH17 cells through cytokines produced by dendritic cells 

exposed to fungi. The expression of these TH17-inducing cytokines was found to depend on 

dectin-1 and dectin-2, the CARD9-Bcl10-MALT1 signalosome, and the selective activation 

of the c-Rel subunit of NF-κB. If MALT1 was not present, the expression of TH17-inducing 

cytokines was severely impaired [54]. These findings are especially interesting considering 

that next to the defense against fungi, TH17 cells play roles in many autoimmune diseases 

such as Crohn’s disease and ulcerative colitis as well as the development of allergies [55].

5.4 ITAM-coupled receptors in myeloid cells

When MALT1 and Bcl10 were found to play an essential function in mast cell signaling [56, 

57], this represented the first reported role in nonlymphoid cells. Mast cells are myeloid 

cells that are mainly activated by binding of the Fc portion of immunoglobulins to Fc 

receptors, which couple to ITAM (immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif)-

containing adapter molecules such as FcRγ and DAP12 to transmit signals [58]. The main 

mast cell receptor is FcεRI, the high-affinity receptor for IgE. After ligand binding, several 

actions are responsible for the role of mast cells in fighting infections as well as the course 

of allergic reactions. These involve the release of proinflammatory molecules such as 

histamine from granular intracellular stores as an immediate reaction as well as the 

transcription of target genes such as the cytokines TNF-α and IL-6 [59]. While MALT1 

does not seem to be involved in the immediate processes or mast cell killing [57], reports for 

Bcl10 are less clear [56, 57]. However, both proteins are clearly required for NF-κB 

signaling and cytokine production [56, 57].
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A study by Hara et al. showed the involvement of MALT1 and Bcl10 in the signaling of 

further ITAM-coupled receptors of cells of the myeloid lineage including dendritic cells and 

macrophages. This painted a complex picture suggesting the participation of MALT1 and 

Bcl10 in NF-κB signaling downstream of receptors such as FcγR, OSCAR (osteoclast 

associated, immunoglobulin-like receptor), and TREM-1 (Triggering receptor expressed on 

myeloid cells 1). CARD9 was found to be the upstream interaction partner for these 

receptors as well as for dectin-1, while CARMA1 was dispensable [51].

5.5 ITAM-coupled receptors in NK cells

Natural killer (NK) cells are cells of the lymphoid lineage that are responsible for fighting 

viruses and tumor cells as part of the innate immune system. Like many other immune cells 

they express different receptors that couple to ITAM-containing adapter molecules, notably 

NK1.1, Ly49D, Ly49H, and NKG2D. It was found that just as in myeloid cells, signaling 

through these ITAM-coupled receptors depends on Bcl10 and MALT1 for NF-κB 

activation. In addition, a requirement for both proteins was described in JNK and p38 

signaling. However, in contrast to myeloid cells, the signaling depends on CARMA1 instead 

of CARD9 [60].

5.6 GPCRs

G-protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) are a huge family of proteins regulating a vast number 

of diverse cellular processes [61, 62]. One known substrate is lysophosphatidic acid (LPA). 

It can bind to GPCRs of the endothelial differentiation gene (Edg) family and regulates the 

proliferation, migration, and survival of different cell types. In fibroblasts, LPA is able to 

activate NF-κB and subsequent chemokine production, and this was found to depend on 

PKC [63] as well as Bcl10 and MALT1 [64, 65]. Studies involving CARMA3−/− mice 

showed that CARMA3 in combination with Bcl10 is required for NF-κB signaling events 

downstream of LPAinduced GPCR signaling [47]. The involvement of MALT1 was not 

formally proven but given the combined information from these studies seems likely.

Further support for the involvement of MALT1 in GPCR signaling came from a study 

involving the type I angiotensin II receptor (AT1R), another member of the GPCR family 

[44]. Although angiotensin II is classically known as a blood pressure regulator, additional 

functions such as that of a proinflammatory mediator in various tissues are emerging [66, 

67]. Stimulation of the AT1R by angiotensin II causes NF-κB signaling and is seen for 

example during liver injury. The study examined the role of CARMA3, Bcl10, and MALT1 

after angiotensin II stimulation of hepatocytes and found the proteins to be required for NF-

κB signaling [44].

Additional GPCRs have been reported to rely on CARMA3-Bcl10-MALT1 for signaling, 

including the thrombin receptor PAR-1, the IL-8/CXCL8 receptor CXCR2, and the 

CXCL12/SDF-1α receptor CXCR4 [68–70], suggesting that this represents a general 

mechanism of GPCR signaling through NF-κB.
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5.7 Overall significance of MALT1 in NF-κB signaling

Overall, a picture emerges in which MALT1 and Bcl10 play essential roles downstream of 

many different types of receptors. In cells of the lymphoid lineage including B and T cells as 

well as NK cells they cooperate with CARMA1 to form the classical CARMA1-Bcl10-

MALT1 (CBM) complex. In cells of the myeloid lineage the complex involves CARD9 

instead of CARMA1, and in nonhematopoietic cells CARMA3 becomes the binding partner. 

All three types of CBM complexes serve the common goal of activating the transcription of 

NF-κB target genes [48].

6. Relevance of MALT1 proteolytic activity

Mounting evidence showed that the proteolytic activity of MALT1 contributes to NF-κB 

signaling, but in all of the studies only a partial impairment of the pathway was seen upon 

inhibition of MALT1 activity [11, 12]. Even though it was proven that MALT1 can cleave 

substrates, the question remained as to how important this aspect of its function was. To 

begin to elucidate this question, two independent groups took clues from a study involving 

diffuse large B-cell lymphoma (DLBCL) cell lines.

6.1 Diffuse large B cell lymphoma

DLBCL is the most common type of non-Hodgkin lymphoma consisting of enlarged B cells. 

The neoplasm presents either in the lymph nodes or extranodally at a variety of sites. It can 

arise de novo or develop from a less aggressive lymphoma. DLBCL is further categorized 

into subgroups, but a significant number does not easily conform to any specific group and 

is thus denominated as DLBCL, not otherwise specified (NOS) [71]. This group comprises 

25–30% of all non-Hodgkin lymphoma cases in the western world with slightly higher 

incidences in developing countries [72]. It is further divided into two subtypes, activated B 

cell-like diffuse large B cell lymphoma (ABC-DLBCL) and germinal center B cell-like 

diffuse large B cell lymphoma (GCB-DLBCL) [73, 74], with both types making up about 

half of the cases. The division is made according to gene expression profiles, and as the 

name suggests, GCB cases are believed to originate from peripheral B cells of the germinal 

center, whereas ABC cases arise from peripheral activated B cells of post germinal center 

origin [73, 74]. One notable difference significant for the potential involvement of MALT1 

is that ABC-DLBCL shows constitutive NF-κB activation whereas GCB-DLBCL does not 

[75, 76]. The disease affects mostly older patients with approximately 20,000 cases per year 

in the United States and a rising incidence [77, 78]. GCB-DLBCL has a better overall 

prognosis than ABC-DLBCL [73, 74], although treatment with the anti-CD20 antibody 

rituximab is promising and might level this difference [77].

6.2 The role of MALT1 in DLBCL

In 2006, Ngo et al. searched for genes whose knockdown would specifically decrease the 

survival or proliferation of lymphoma cells. They discovered that while CARMA1, Bcl10, 

and MALT1 were dispensable for GCB-DLBCL cell lines as well as another subtype of 

DLBCL called primary mediastinal large B cell lymphoma (PMBL), they were required for 

the survival of ABC-DLBCL cell lines [79].
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Hailfinger et al. and Ferch at al. independently went on to investigate whether the 

dependence extended to the proteolytic activity of MALT1 [80, 81]. They used a 

fluoromethylketone tetrapeptide inhibitor (Z-VRPR-FMK) that was loosely based on the 

sequence of the discovered substrates to investigate the effect of MALT1 inhibition on 

different B cell lymphoma cell lines. The inhibition of MALT1 proteolytic activity led to 

decreased cell viability in cell lines derived from ABC-DLBCL. Cell lines derived from 

other types of B cell lymphomas like GCB-DLBCL, Burkitt’s lymphoma, and marginal zone 

lymphoma were not affected [80, 81]. These results suggested that it is not only the 

scaffolding function of MALT1 that is important for its function but also its proteolytic 

activity.

This was substantiated in a mouse model of MALT lymphoma, which had initially proven 

difficult to develop because mouse models overexpressing Bcl10 or cIAP2-MALT1 in B 

cells failed to recapitulate the MALT lymphoma phenotype [82, 83]. It wasn’t until 2012 

that the groups of Isidro Sanchez-Garcia and Jose Martinez-Climent managed to produce a 

mouse strain, which overexpressed MALT1 specifically in hematopoietic stem cells leading 

to a MALT lymphoma phenotype [84]. Furthermore, in combination with p53 deletion this 

led to a phenotype resembling the activated B-cell-like subtype of DLBCL – more evidence 

that MALT1 plays a critical role in lymphoma development and cell survival. In addition, B 

cells isolated from the MALT1 and MALT1/p53 lymphoma mice showed increased 

susceptibility to apoptosis upon inhibition of MALT1 proteolytic activity by treatment with 

Z-VRPR-FMK providing further proof of the importance of MALT1’s proteolytic activity 

[84].

6.3 MALT1 inhibitors

To further study the importance of MALT1 proteolytic activity, two independent groups 

developed small molecule inhibitors for MALT1.

The MI-2 inhibitor described by Fontan et al. was reported to display kinetics consistent 

with an irreversible mode of binding and an IC50 of 5.84 µM. It most likely functions via 

covalent modification of the active site Cys [85].

Nagel et al. discovered the potential of several phenothiazine derivatives – which are either 

still approved for the use as antipsychotic or sedative drugs or have been in the past – to 

inhibit MALT1 [86]. The most effective compound was mepazine, which binds to an 

allosteric site at the interface between the catalytic domain and the Ig3 domain preventing 

the rearrangement of the inactive enzyme into the active conformation [87]. The reversible 

inhibition was reported to display an IC50 of 0.83 µM [86].

Both inhibitors caused a decrease in the amount of MALT1 substrate cleavage and 

decreased expression of NF-κB target genes. Growth inhibition, decreased viability, and 

increased apoptosis were observed in ABC-DLBCL but not GCB-DLBCL cells after 

inhibitor treatment. The size of ABC-DLBCL tumors decreased in a mouse model upon 

inhibitor treatment [85, 86]. Primary cells isolated from biopsies of two patients classified to 

have non- GCB DLBCL displayed decreased viability upon MI-2 treatment compared to 
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non-treated cells, while no effects were seen in cells isolated from a third non-GDB DLBCL 

patient or cells from GCB-DLBCL biopsies [85].

The in vivo effectiveness of the mepazine inhibitor was substantiated by the fact that 

treatment of EAE mice with mepazine reduced symptoms both when administered before or 

after disease onset [88]. In contrast, the levels of Treg cells, which are an essential 

component of the immune system and which were found to be severely reduced in 

MALT1−/− mice [43], were normal after mepazine treatment [88].

6.4 MALT1 catalytic mutant mouse model

The recently published mouse models in which WT MALT1 was replaced by the catalytic 

mutant (knock in mouse, KI) dispersed any remaining doubts about the importance of 

MALT1 proteolytic activity [89–92]. While the studies did not reach the same conclusions 

for all aspects analyzed, the overarching message clearly supports a key role for MALT1 

proteolysis. In the following section the mice will be referred to as MALT1 KI or WT 

regardless of homozygous or heterozygous status. The studies compared either 

MALT1mutant/mutant and MALT1+/+ [89, 91, 92] or MALT1mutant/− and MALT1+/− mice 

[90]. This may be responsible for some of the differences between the models.

While the studies found no impairment of IKK activation in the MALT1 KI mice, many 

other effects of the MALT1−/− mouse were directly phenocopied, with some of the observed 

effects slightly less extreme in the KI mouse. Besides the lack of MALT1 substrate 

cleavage, the B1 and MZ B cell subsets were severely reduced, T cell proliferation was 

decreased [89–92], serum levels of several but not all Ig subsets were downregulated, and 

the response to T-independent antigen stimulation was abrogated or reduced [89, 91, 92]. 

The T-dependent response was found to be slightly delayed [90] or strongly decreased [89, 

91, 92]. The activation of both NK and dendritic cells downstream of a variety of receptors 

was decreased [89, 92]. As expected from the MALT1 inhibition studies in the EAE model 

[88, 91], the MALT1 KI mice were completely protected from EAE development [89, 91].

However, in contrast to MALT1 WT and MALT1−/− mice, over time the MALT1 KI mice 

displayed severely enlarged lymph nodes, decreased body weight, and autoimmune gastritis 

and other forms of inflammatory infiltrates. In addition, a Treg cell development defect was 

observed both in MALT1−/− and KI mice, which therefore must depend on the proteolytic 

activity of MALT1 [89–91]. This is in contrast to a study by Mc Guire et al. in which 

mepazine was found to have no effect on Treg levels [88].

In addition, in one of the studies ataxia and motor-coordination deficits were observed in KI 

but not MALT1−/− or WT mice. These effects depended on the CBM complex and were 

intrinsic to lymphocytes since double mutant mice obtained by crossing MALT1 KI mice 

with Bcl10−/− or Rag1−/− mice did not show any of these effects [90]. In addition, Gewies et 

al. found increased mRNA stability as well as serum levels of IFN-γ and other cytokines. 

Interestingly, many of the observed effects depended on IFN-γ since IFN-γ−/− and MALT1 

KI double mutant mice did not display ataxia, weight loss, gastritis, or increased TNF levels. 

Other effects such as enlarged lymph nodes were unaffected in the double mutant mice [90].
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The studies reached different conclusions with regard to colitis. While Jaworski et al. 

reported that MALT1 KO mice were completely protected from autoimmune colitis and KI 

mice developed it with lower penetrance [89], Gewies et al. found KI mice to be more 

susceptible to inflammatory bowel disease than WT mice [90]. However, it is difficult to 

directly compare the studies because different colitis models were used.

A complex picture emerged upon evaluation of the effect the different genotypes had on 

gene expression. While some genes were downregulated both in MALT1−/− and KI T cells, 

others were only affected in MALT1−/− T cells. Interestingly, a distinct set of genes 

including the IFN-γ gene (IFNg) as well as genes controlled by the cytokine were 

specifically upregulated in KI but not MALT1−/− T cells [90].

Overall, these data prove the importance of the proteolytic activity of MALT1 for its 

function and paint a complex picture for the application of MALT1 inhibitors in the 

treatment of disease. MALT1 seems to have both pro- and anti-inflammatory effects with 

the proteolytic activity largely responsible for the anti-inflammatory effects, but more 

research is needed to clarify this. Depending on the disease context and duration of 

treatment inhibitors might nonetheless prove useful. However, at the very least, it will be 

important to closely monitor the development of autoimmune reactions as well as the level 

of Treg cells as a result of MALT1 inhibition, which more closely mimics the KI than the 

KO model [89].

7. Is MALT1 implicated in other diseases?

Considering the importance of MALT1 in NF-κB signaling and the relevance of this 

pathway in a host of different settings, the implication of MALT1 in a variety of diseases is 

not surprising. As described, MALT1 is involved in lymphoma as well as multiple sclerosis. 

Furthermore, a recent report suggests that deregulated MALT1 levels are also observed in 

cases of acute myeloid leukemia (AML) [93] as well as pediatric T-cell acute 

lymphomblastic leukemia (ALL) [94], although more research is needed to substantiate 

these claims.

In addition, mutations in MALT1 have recently been described in several patients with 

combined immunodeficiency (CID) [95–97]. CID is characterized by severely impaired T 

and B cell functions, while total cell numbers remain unchanged. Although most cases of 

CID are spontaneous, in one of the reports the patients, one male and one female, were 

siblings and came from a first-cousin marriage from a family with numerous 

consanguineous marriages. Both patients showed frequent infections and died of respiratory 

failure at a young age (7 and 13 years, respectively). The mutation in MALT1 was 

determined to be Ser89Ile, which is within the core of the MALT1 DD. MALT1 mRNA was 

present, but no protein was detected, making it likely that the mutation destabilizes MALT1 

and causes its degradation [95]. In the second report, the patient was a teenage girl also born 

from a first cousin marriage. Amongst other symptoms, she had chronic dermatitis, 

infections, and gastrointestinal infections since infancy. The mutation in MALT1 was 

Trp580Ser, which is localized between the catalytic domain and the Ig3 domain. mRNA 

levels were normal, and the MALT1 protein was decreased but not completely absent [96]. 
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This can potentially explain some of the differences observed between the patients. In the 

third report, the patient came from a non-consanguineous family and developed a severe 

rash, irritable bowel syndrome as well as different bacterial and viral infections, alongside 

other symptoms. The mutations in MALT1 were heterozygous, one also present in the 

mother and affecting a splice acceptor site and one de novo leading to a frameshift after 

Tyr353 and truncation shortly after. No functional protein was detectable. At the age of 18 

months the patient received a curative hematopoietic stem cell transplant followed later by 

an additional donor T cell infusion [97].

The analyses of lymphocytes performed throughout the patients’ lives showed largely 

normal numbers of B and T cells as well as immunoglobulin levels in two of the studies [95, 

96]. The antibody responses of the patients varied, being poor in two of the studies [95, 97], 

while largely normal in the third [96]. Isolated peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PMBCs) 

showed decreased proliferation upon stimulation with anti-CD3 and other mitogens 

compared to WT cells [95, 97]. T cells isolated from the patients showed impaired IκBα 

degradation and IL-2 production upon stimulation with PMA and ionomycin [95–97], 

matching the mouse KO results [30, 31]. Reconstitution of MALT1−/− T cells with the 

Ser89Ile mutant gene did not rescue the IκBα and IL-2 defects, while the WT gene did, 

confirming that the Ser89Ile mutation renders MALT1 nonfunctional. The contrasting 

results seen with regard to immunoglobulin levels (normal in the patients compared to 

reduced in the MALT1−/− mice) were speculated to be due to the basal level of infections 

seen in the patients as opposed to the mice raised in a pathogenfree environment [95].

Since the cause of CID is mostly unknown, it would be interesting to see how common 

MALT1 mutations are in the disease and patient screening was recommended [95, 97]. 

Interestingly, two cases of CID containing CARMA1 mutations resulting in the loss of the 

protein have also been recently described [98, 99], substantiating the importance of the 

CBM complex in this disease.

8. Relevance of individual substrate cleavage events

Over the past years, several substrates have been discovered for MALT1; a brief summary is 

provided in Figure 7. In light of the fact that the proteolytic activity of MALT1 is important, 

the question arises which cleavage events are essential and which substrates represent 

innocent bystanders. To begin to elucidate this, it is important to distinguish between gain of 

function and loss of function cleavage events. In a gain of function cleavage the cleavage 

products take on a role not previously fulfilled by the full-length substrate. For example, the 

cleavage of NIK represents a gain of function cleavage because the C-terminal cleavage 

fragment contributes to uncontrolled noncanonical NF-κB signaling, while the fulllength 

protein is constantly downregulated by ubiquitination and degradation [100]. In contrast, in 

a loss of function situation the full-length protein is no longer present at sufficient 

concentrations to fulfill its function. A20 is an example of such a loss of function with the 

cleavage fragments unable to carry out the ubiquitin editing role of full-length A20 [11].

The simplest way to test the importance of a substrate is to knock down its expression, and 

this has been done for many of the substrates discovered to date. If the cleavage event 
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represents a loss of function, knockdown of the substrate could potentially have the same 

effect as cleavage. However, this approach is highly problem-prone because the cell might 

depend on the protein and not be able to function correctly without it. In addition, no 

information can be obtained for gain of function events. Another relatively simple approach 

is the expression of cleavage site mutants, which has been done for most of the reported 

MALT1 substrates. Depending on whether cleavage leads to a loss or gain of function, 

additional knockdown of the endogenous substrate might be necessary. To explore the effect 

of a gain of function cleavage, one possibility is the transfection of cleavage fragments into 

cells, which has been utilized in the investigation of the A20, NIK, and MALT1 cleavages. 

However, this strategy is problematic because the expression in these cells will be 

constitutive, whereas cleavage is a controlled event for which timing can be essential. A 

more efficient way is the targeted specific cleavage of the substrates of interest independent 

of other cleavage events that might be initiated by MALT1. One way would be to engineer 

the substrate of interest to include a TEV-cleavage site instead of the natural MALT1 

cleavage site as previously described for caspases [110]. TEV protease has a highly selective 

cleavage specificity and is unlikely to mediate off-target cleavage events in mammalian 

cells. This strategy would allow to clearly differentiate between the relevance of the 

different substrates as well as between the proteolytic and scaffolding function of MALT1. 

However, in case the presence of a substrate in a certain signaling complex is required for 

the cleavage to have an effect and in case this constellation is only achieved as a 

consequence of signaling events involving the MALT1 scaffolding function, such events – 

and consequently a protease-dead background – would be required in order to judge the 

results. To date, no experiments involving TEV protease have been performed for any of the 

reported substrates of MALT1.

Nonetheless, since cleavage inhibition did not result in dramatic effects for any of the 

substrates discovered to date, it is tempting to speculate that it is either the combined effect 

of MALT1 on all of the substrates that explains the importance of MALT1 proteolytic 

activity or that the most relevant substrate(s) are yet to be discovered.

8.1 Autoproteolytic cleavage

Interestingly, Baens et al. reported autoproteolytic cleavage of MALT1 at R149 between the 

DD and the Ig1 domain. The study suggests that while the cleavage has no effect on the 

proteolytic activity of MALT1, the C-terminal cleavage fragment of 76 kDa can activate the 

expression of NF-κB target genes in a Bcl10-independent yet TRAF6-dependent manner. 

However, the cleavage site mutant does not affect phosphorylation of IκBα nor the 

relocalization of NF-κB subunits to the nucleus, and so the authors speculate that the C-

terminal fragment exerts its effect on NF-κB signaling even further downstream after 

shuttling to the nucleus [108]. More work is needed to clarify this situation.

8.2 MALT1 activity-based probes

The need to distinguish between active and inactive MALT1 led to the development of 

activity-based probes (also known as active-site probes) directed against MALT1 [111, 112]. 

In addition to inhibiting MALT1, the main advantage of the probes is their ability to label 
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and thereby visualize active MALT1 both in the recombinant in vitro setting and in the 

cellular context extending to endogenous MALT1.

As a general setup, activity-based probes contain a peptide scaffold or a linker as well as a 

label and an electrophilic warhead, which in combination leads to the selective inhibition 

and labeling of a target protease that can then be detected using a variety of techniques 

including Western blotting, microscopy, and mass spectrometry. The nature of the warhead 

depends on the protease in question. Epoxides, vinyl sulfones, and acyloxymethyl ketones 

(AOMKs) are commonly used for cysteine proteases. The label is chosen depending on the 

desired detection technique to be used. Biotin as well as fluorophores are common [113, 

114]. The activity-based probes developed by the Krappmann group as well as our 

laboratory utilized the specificity of MALT1 combined with an AOMK warhead, which is 

highly selective for Cys proteases, as well as different labels leading to the general format 

label-L(V/R)SR-AOMK [111, 112].

Currently, the cleavage of endogenous MALT1 substrates is often used to answer the 

question whether MALT1 is active under certain cellular conditions. However, the 

incomplete cleavage and instability of the cleavage fragments observed for several of the 

substrates renders this difficult. Another approach that has been used in the literature to 

evaluate MALT1 cellular activity has been the ability of cellular lysates to cleave 

tetrapeptide substrates such as Ac-LRSR-AMC [12]. However, background cleavage of 

optimal MALT1 tetrapeptide substrates by unknown cellular proteases makes this approach 

similarly unsatisfying.

Instead, activity-based probes have the potential to be applied routinely to evaluate MALT1 

activity. An example includes elucidation of the question whether posttranslational 

modifications of MALT1 such as monoubiquitination [115, 116] are important for its 

activity. Additionally, applications in inhibitor screens could be envisioned. After treating 

cells with potential inhibitors, cell lysates could be incubated with an activity-based probe to 

see if decreased probe binding is observed either in gel-based assays or in a proteomics-

based approach.

9. Conclusions

Overall, a tremendous amount of progress has been made in MALT1 research over the last 

several years. Especially the development of MALT1 knock in mice has proven the 

relevance of MALT1 proteolytic activity. The development of the first MALT1 inhibitors 

will surely prove useful in further elucidating its role in different contexts including such 

different diseases as lymphoma, CID, and multiple sclerosis, and the next few years are sure 

to continue to shed light on the exact role MALT1 activity plays in distinct cellular 

processes.
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Abbreviations

ABC activated B cell-like

cABC-DLBCL activated B cell-like diffuse large B cell lymphoma

Ac acetyl

ALL acute lymphomblastic leukemia

AMC 7-amino-4-methylcoumarin

AML acute myeloid leukemia

AOMK acyloxymethyl ketone

AP-1 activator protein 1

API2 apoptosis inhibitor protein 2

AT1R type I angiotensin II receptor

BAFF B-cell-activating factor

Bcl10 B-cell lymphoma/leukemia 10

BCR B cell receptor

Bimp1 Bcl10-interacting MAGUK protein 1

CAP-Gly cytoskeleton-associated protein glycine-rich

CARD caspase recruitment domain

CARMA1 CARD-containing MAGUK (membrane-associated guanylate kinase) 1

CBM CARMA1-Bcl10-MALT1

CC coiled coil domain

CD cluster of differentiation

cIAP2 cellular inhibitor of apoptosis protein 2

CID combined immunodeficiency

CXCL Chemokine CXC motif ligand

CXCR CXC chemokine receptor

DAP12 DNAX-activation protein of 12 kDa

DD death domain

DLBCL diffuse large B cell lymphoma

DN double negative

DUB deubiquitinating enzyme domain

EAE experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis

Edg endothelial differentiation gene
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ERK extracellular signal-regulated kinase

Fc fragment, crystallizable (of an antibody)

FcRγ Fc receptor common gamma signaling chain

FcγR Fc-gamma receptor

FcεRI Fc-epsilon receptor I

FMK fluoromethylketone

GCB germinal center B cell-like

GCB-DLBCL germinal center B cell-like diffuse large B cell lymphoma

GM-CSF granulocyte-macrophage colony-stimulating factor

GPCR G-protein coupled receptor

GUK guanylate kinase

Ig immunoglobulin or immunoglobulin-like domain

IgG immunoglobulin G

IKK IκB kinase

IL interleukin

IRAK1 IL-1 receptor-associated kinase

ILZ leucine zipper domain

ITAM immunoreceptor tyrosine-based activation motif

JNK c-Jun N-terminal kinase

KI knock in

KO knockout

LPA lysophosphatidic acid

LPS lipopolysaccharide

MAGUK membrane-associated guanylate kinase

MALT mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue

MALT1 mucosa-associated lymphoid tissue lymphoma translocation protein 1

MAPK mitogen-activated protein kinase

MLT MALT lymphoma-associated translocation

MZ marginal zone

NF-κB nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells

NIK NF-κB-inducing kinase

NK natural killer
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NKG2D natural killer group 2, member D

NOS not otherwise specified

OSCAR osteoclast associated, immunoglobulin-like receptor

OTU ovarian tumor domain

PAR-1 protease-activated receptor-1

PDZ PSD95-Dlg1-zonula occludens-1 protein

PKC protein kinase C

PMA phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate

PMBC peripheral blood mononuclear cell

PMBL primary mediastinal large B cell lymphoma

Pro proline-rich domain

RHD Rel homology domain

SDF-1α stromal cell-derived factor-1α

SH3 Src homology 3

S/T rich serine and threonine-rich domain

T3-binding tumor necrosis factor associated factor 3-binding domain

TAD trans-activating domain

TCR T cell receptor

TEV Tobacco Etch Virus

TLR Toll-like receptor

TNF tumor necrosis factor

TNFR tumor necrosis factor receptor

TRAF TNF receptor-associated factor

TREM-1 triggering receptor expressed on myeloid cells 1

WT wild type

Z benzyloxycarbonyl

ZF zinc finger domain
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Highlights

• MALT1 is a caspase homolog with proteolytic activity

• MALT1 plays an important role in NF-κB signaling downstream of a variety of 

receptors

• Mouse models demonstrated the importance of MALT1 proteolytic activity

• MALT1 is implicated in a variety of diseases including lymphoma and CID
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Figure 1. Three decades of MALT1 research
See text for details. ABC-DLBCL, activated B-cell-like diffuse large B-cell lymphoma; 

EAE, experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (mouse model of multiple sclerosis); KI, 

knock in; KO, knockout.
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Figure 2. Domain structure of MALT1, cIAP2, and the most common variant of cIAP2-MALT1
The percentages represent the frequencies with which the genes break at these positions. The 

percentages are adapted from [3]. BIR, baculovirus inhibitor of apopotosis protein repeat 

domain; CARD, caspase recruitment domain; DD, death domain; Ig, immunoglobulin-like 

domain; RING, really interesting new gene domain; UBA, ubiquitin-associated domain.
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Figure 3. Cleavage sites of the human MALT1 substrates reported to date
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Figure 4. Crystal structure of MALT1 in the presence of the inhibitor Z-VRPR-FMK
MALT1 (aa 329–719) crystallizes as a dimer comprising the catalytic domain (dark and pale 

blue) as well as the C-terminal Ig3 domain (dark and pale green). The inhibitor Z-VRPR-

FMK is shown in magenta, and the active site residues are shown in gray. PDB: 3UO8.
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Figure 5. MALT1 involvement in canonical NF-κB signaling downstream of different receptors
See main text for explanations, abbreviations, and references. Dashed arrows represent 

additional signaling events and substrates are shown in red circles. The substrates NIK and 

LIMA1, which are exclusively cleaved by cIAP2-MALT1 are not depicted.
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Figure 6. CARD-containing members of the different CBM complexes and their tissue 
distributions
CARD, caspase recruitment domain; CC, coiled coil domain; GUK, guanylate kinase; PDZ, 

PSD95-Dlg1- zonula occludens-1 protein; SH3, Src homology domain 3; S/T rich, serine 

and threonine-rich domain. See main text for references.
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Figure 7. MALT1 substrates discovered to date and the effects of their cleavage
CAP-Gly, cytoskeleton-associated protein glycine-rich; CARD, caspase recruitment domain; 

CC, coiled coil domain; DD, death domain; DUB, deubiquitinating enzyme domain; Ig, 

immunoglobulin-like domain; LZ, leucine zipper domain; OTU, ovarian tumor domain; Pro, 

proline-rich domain; RHD, Rel homology domain; S/T rich, serine and threonine-rich 

domain; T3-binding, tumor necrosis factor associated factor 3-binding domain; TAD, trans-

activating domain; ZF, zinc finger domain. [11, 12, 100, 101, 104, 106–108]
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